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Abstract: A new procedure is proposed to estimate the real variance of canonical
variables and real redundancy measures derived from the formal definition of the
standardized variance of a linear combination of standardized variables . On the
basis of thus defined variance estimates. a measure of real reliability and two
measures of the lower bound to reliability are derived. The application of reliability
measures to the determination of the number of important canonical variables is
also considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The biorthogonal model of canonical correlat ion analysis (Hotelling, 1935;
1936) is, both from logical and mathematical point of view. the basic method for data
analysis and statistical hypothesis testing. It is easy to prove that almost all standard
statistical methods, including regression analysis. analysis of variance. discriminant
analysis, factor analysis, and even some methods fo r cluster analysis and the analysis
of stochastic processes are. in fact, special cases of the general model of canonical
correlat ion analysis. and that most statistical tests can be reduced to tests of the
significance of canonical correlations .

However, in spite of the central position of canonical correlation analysis in
the field of modern statistics. many problems related to estimating the real
importance of canonical variables, t heir reliability or generaliaability. and to
estimating the amount of information emitted by canonical variables have not been
solved at all , or have been unsatisfactorily, or even wrongly solved.

The aim of this paper is to propose some acceptable solutions to the problems
of estimating the variance and redundancy of canonical variables. the related problem
of their reliability, and to propose some new criteria for the determination of the
number of important canonical variables, independent of the outcome of the
significance tests of canonical correlations.
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2. DEFINITIONS

Let E = lei: 1= I.. ...n) c P be a random sample of objects from a

homogeneous population P, and let VI = Iv) : j = I.. ...m l ) c V} and

V2 = (vk: k= 1.....nt2 ) c UZ be samples of quantitative, normally distributed variables
from homogeneous universes of variables VI and U2 with logically different fields of
meaning. Let e he the sum mat ion vector of order (n ) and let I he the symbol for
"under conditio n of'. Now, without loss of generalization, it is poss ible to define data
mat rices obtained by the description of set E over the sets VI and V2 bot h in standard
normal form, so that

and

where ® is the symbol of Cartesian product , 0 zero vectors, and I} and / 2 identity
matrices of order ( nt }) and ( nt2 ), respectively. In t his metrics ,

and

would be intercorrelati on matrices of variables from VI and from V2' estimated on
the set E under the criterion of maximum likelihood, and

would be the cross correlation matrix of variables from VI and from V2, estimated also
under the maxi mu m likelihood Crite rion.

3. CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS

Canonical correlation analysis can be defined as the solution of t he problem

ZI:cl p =kiP

Z 2:c2p = k 2 p

where opq is the Kronecker delta.

Pp = k:p~p = maximum

p = I.. ...s: s = minlm1 .m2)

k' k _ .
I p Iq - o pq

~pkzq = Opq

k;pk,q =olp • q.
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This problem can be solved in severa l ways (Anderson, 1984), Probably the
simplest solution is the maximizat ion of the function

for p = 1 where x l p is some unknown m l " dimensional vector, x2, p some unknown

nl2,-dimensional vector, with 1.p and 'lp some unk nown Lagrangeian multipliers .

After equat ing the obtained resu lts to zero in order to obtain maximum,
the derivation of t his funct ion with respect to x l p and x 2p gives,

£YU''-.r t p = R I 2x 2p - i.p R lIx l P = 0

2f I ix 2p = R 21x 1p - l l p R 2,2x 2p = O.

Multiplying from the left fi rst result with x~ p and second result with x~P '
,

from the conditions x lpRlIxIp = 1
,

and x2p R22x2p = 1

we obtain

The first result can now be written in the form

and the second in the form

. - I
Multiplying the fi rst result wit h RII ' after rearrangement

and mult iplying the second result with l p

a
"p~lxlp = '·/~1.2x2p '

and the problem can be reduced to solving the character istic equation

( R2 1 R~II R12 -1.~ R..n)X2P =O, p=l.. .. . s
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Obviously, Pp '" 'A p and canonical correlation analysis IS essentially the

transformation of two oblique coordinate systems to two biorthogonal coordinate
syste ms such that cosines of the angles between equally indexed coordinates are
maximized.

Up to this point canonical correlation analysis is actually a data analysis, and
not a sta tist ical method; obviously, a data analysis method can be considered as a
true statistical method if some possibilities exists to test hypotheses concerning a
set of parameters. Of course, the most important is the set of canonical
correlations R ", (rp; p '" 1.. ..•s) .

The usual way to test the hypothesis that in population P canonical
correlations rp ; p '" 1.. ..•s are equal to zero is sequential application of the Bartlett

test (Bartlett , 1941; Lawley, 1959)

2 ~ 2
"1. p '" - ( n - (nll + m 2 + 3 )12 1L. log t ( l - pp )

p

because under the hypothesis Hop : rp '" O. the variable "1.~ has l distribution with

Vp = (nl l - P+ l)(nl2 - p+l)

degrees of freedom.

However, thus obtained probabilities are not independent (Anderson, 1984)
and, in addition , the statistical significance of a canonical correlation is not
necessarily related to the importance of corresponding canonical variates. It is well
known that it is sufficient for only two variables uj from VI and ui from V2 to be

related with a large coefficient of correlation for !..eneration of two canonical variates
related with a large and therefore significant canonical correlation, although the
importance of so generated canonical variates may be very small or negligible.

The asymptotic variance of canonical correlation (Kendall & Stuart, 1976)

is equal to the asymptotic variance of any Pearson-Bravais coefficient of correlation.
This fact can produce confusion in decision making procedures, because the
decision concerning the hypothesis that sets VI and U2 are not related depends on
the sampling of variables in the sets VI and V2 ; one or more correlations r

JII

from R,,2 can be "eigniflcent", although canonical correlat ion PI can be statistically
equal to zero.

When canonical correlation analysis was first used, the identification of
canonical variates was based on inspection of the pattern of vectors x l p and x2p '

p '" 1.. ...t where t is the number of canonical variates related with significant
canonical correlations on the predetermined level of type / error. However, the ele
ments of vectors x l p and x2p are proportional to the coordinates of vectors kip and
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~p in the space spanned by vectors from Zl and Z2 : and because the cosines of the

angles among coord inates arc equal to the correlation coefficients in R1 and ~ in
most real cases identifica tion based on x1p and x2p is a formidable task with very

uncertain outcome. T his. and obvious relations of cano nical correlation analysis with
factor analysis were the main reason for the practice, probably first proposed by
Cooley and Lohnes, which consists of identifying canonical variates based on
the pattern of structural vectors

and

i.e. on the pattern of simple correlation coefficients of variables from Zl and
canonical variates kIp' and variables from Z2 and canonical variates ~p' and even on

the pattern of cross structural vectors

and ,
c2p '" Z2~p '" ~lxlp

r.e. on the pattern of simple correlation coefficients of variables from Zl and
canonical variates ~p' and variables from Z2 and canonical variates ~p (Cooley &

Lohnes, 1971).

However, because

and

cross structural vectors can be wr itten in the form

so it is clear that c
1p

and c
Zp

are actually structural vecto rs of the variables of one of

the sets projected in t he space spanned by variables of t he other set . The
characterist ics of data analysis procedures which generate this type of latent
dimensions were considered in the framework of general ized image
t ransformations (Momirovic, Stalec & ZakrajSek, 1973; Dcbric, Karaman & Momirovie,

1983).

For t he same reasons, structural vectors of canonical variates can be written

in the form
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so that

and s t ructu ra l and cross s t ructu ral vectors a re collinear and have only di ffe rent
norms. These s imple findings are of great importance for an understanding of
the real moaning of procedures s t rongly related to canonical corre la t ion analysi s ,
usually referred to as redundancy analysis .

4 . REDUNDANCY ANALYSIS

Redundancy analysis is actually a generic term for several procedures for
the determination of the amount of information ermued by latent dimensions of two
sets of related variables and transferred fro m one set to the other .

Two of them a rc not directly related to canon ical correlation a nalysis. The
method of redundancy analysis proposed by Va n den Wollenberg (1977 ) as a n
nlternativc to canon ica l correlation analysi s generate sets of variables by maxim izin g
of amount of informat ion t ransferred fro m one to another and generat ing, of co urse,
asymmetric rela ti ons between the two sets . T he method , proposed in the framework
of ca non ica l covunance analys is (Mnmiro vic, Dobric & Ka m ma n, 1983 ; 1984; Prot ,
Hosnur & Monurovic. 1983 ) is essen tially an asy mmet ric app roac h til the basic
method whi ch consists in maxi mizi ng of ccveriau ces of not necossu nly ortbogonal
la tent dim ension s from two sets of variables.

How ever. in the com mu nity of nonetat istlcians and nonprofessional users of
com me rcia l s ta t ist ica l progra m pac kages, the term red undancy analys is is usua lly
rest r icted to two add it ional ope rations associated to canonical co rre la ti on a nalysi s,
proposed by Stewart and Love ( 1968) and Miller ( 1969) together with a genera l
measu re of associat ion between two sets of var iables. k nown u nder the name
canonical correlat ion index wh ich is actually tI\I' si mp le moan of the canonical
coeff ic ien ts of den-rminunon . Both have been adopted and implemented in most
pro gr am puckagee u nde r t he influence of the well -know n book by Cooley a nd Lohnes
09711. probably the most inl1uential text a mong people with a ve ry modest
ma themati cal and sta t isncal educanon.

Thus . along With redundancy analysis , two addit ional measu res. associated
to ca ncrucnl variates arc considered, a lmost without exception . The first is usually
referred to as variance and t he sec ond as the red unda ncy of canonical variates
ge nerated by the sta nda rd algorithm for canonical corre la t ion analysis with the
addition of st ruc tu ral and cross st ruct ural vec tors of canon ical facto rs .
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Variance is defined. by operations .
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so that redundancy measures can be defined simply as

with the division of these values by m1 and m 2 , respectively. Redundancy is the result
of operations

Therefore, this approach to redundancy an alysis depends on the definition of
the real variance of canonical variables.

However, from the relations between vectors %lp and %2p ' varian ces can be

written in the form

So-defined. variance is considered to be a measure of discrimination of entit ies
by canonical variables, and so-defined redundan cy a measure of the amount of
information transferred. from one set of variables to another.

also with division of the obtained results by m1 and m
2

.

2 2
The question of the adequacy of ~l p an d ~p as the estim ates of real

variances of canonical variables was posed more than 20 years ago tNicewender &
Wood, 1974). Although the answer to this question has not been based on valid

arguments (Miller, 1975), application of relative variance estimates ~~p lml ' and ~p
2 2

1m 2 , and redundancy measures fl p / ml and f 2p l m2 has been generally adopted,

especially in the field of psychometrics ' and computational statist ics. The reason
for that was the incorrect assertion of Nicewan der and Wood that the variance of
canonical variables is by definition equal to 1, and the generally accepted misconcep-
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tion that the sum of the squares of correlations of a set of variab les with any linear
combination of standardized variables from this set is the variance of this linear
combination . However , the variances of canonical variables are only equal to 1 by
convent ion, and not by definition; and because the squared norms of structural
vectors are equal to the variances of latent dimensions only if the latent dimensions
are defined as principal components, it is sensible to reconsider the solution of the
problem of real variances of canonical variables.

5. REAL VARIANCES OF CANON ICAL VARIABLES

Definition 1: The standardized variance of a linear combination of standardized

variables induced by a vector y . y /Y = 1 is
2 ,

o = y Ry .

the quadratic form of the intercorrelation matrix ofvariables induced by vector y .

Now let vectors x1p and x2p be standardized by operations

Defi ne the unstandardized canonical variables as

The variances of these variables are

since

But, because the canonical correlation can be defined as
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where v ip ' V: pVI P =1 are the left. and v2p ' v~pv2P = 1 the right eigenvectors of the

cross cor relat ion matrix of variables from VI and V2 transformed to the Mahalanobis
form

M _ / /- 1I2R 1/- 11 2
12 - "1 1 12'''22 '

associated to singular values of this matrix (Hadf igalic, Bogdanovic, Tenjovic &
Wolf. 1994), the standardized variances of canonical variables can be written in the
form

because vectors x and ZI p and x2p are equal to

and

The quasi variances ~~p and ~p can now be written in the form

and it is clear that ~~p and ~p are not equal to the real variances of the canonical

variables, because vectors ul p are not eigenvectors of ~I ' nor are v2p eigenvectors

of &'2'

This fact has some serious consequences on the procedures for the estimat ion
of redundancies as well as on the procedures for the est imation of the
generalizability of canonical variables, and therefore on the procedures for the
estimation of the amount of emitted information of any canonical variable. Let us
consider fi rst so me rational procedures for the estimation of redundancy.

6. MEASURES OF THE REAL REDUNDANCY
OF CANONICAL VARIABLES

A rational measure of the redundancy of canonical variables can be derived
fro m the formal definition ofredundancy.
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Definition 2: Redundancy is the part of the variance of an unstandardized canonical
variable generated from a set of variables which can be attributed to the variables from
another set of variables.

Let

be some canonical variable generated from the set V2.

Define the regression problem

where PIP is some unknown ml • dimensional vector.

Because

by derivation of this function with respect to lllp

dividing by 2 and equating to zero, we get

Multiplying by R;t1

but because

The residual variance of canonical variable ~p is therefore



mrmmum

Because

where \!lIp is some unknown scalar.

and dividing by 2 and equating to zero, we get
2

\j1l p O" I p ::< 9 p :
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Multiplying by

Of course, because the covariances of unstandardized canonical variables are

is the measure of redundancy of cano nical variable ILz
p

' In the same way it can be

demonstrated that

the derivation of this function with respect to IVIp gives

are redundancy measures of canonical variables hl p '

so that

the redundancy measures of canonical variables can also be derived in an another way,
solving the regression problem

so that

Although formally similar to ';p and .~ p the measures w;pand ~p are

different not only because they are defined on the basis of real variances of
canonical variables, but also because they are derived independently of the norms of
structural and cross structural vectors ; obviously, the norms of both st ructural and
cross structural vectors have nothing in common with the variances and
redundancy measures of canonical factors.
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we have

which is the red un dancy measure of canonical variable ~p with canonical var iable

h l p '

In the same way,

is the redundancy measure of canonical variable ~p with canonical variable '7,p '

Note, by the way, that

so that coefficients I¥l p and 1V2p are very sensit ive measures of the asymmetry of

relations between canonical variables .

7. ESTIMATION OF THE RELIABILITY
OF CANONICAL VARIABLES

Let Nt be some, perhaps unknown, matrix of measurement errors or
estimation of variables from VI ' and let N 2 be some, also perhaps unknown. matrix of
measurement errors or estimation of variables from V2. In this case, the elements of
matrices

and

would be true scores of objects from E on t he variables from VI and V2.

Suppose that t he postulates of the class ic theory of meas urements are valid,
so that

and

are diagonal matrices, and

and

are zero matrices . Then
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and Y2p' would be,of canonical variables, induced by vectors Yip
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and

True variances

therefore.

2 2 2 2
a =CJ/ ln = l -tte / CJ

On the basis offormaJ definitions of reliability measures

where

and

and

are error variances ofcanonical variables.

would be covariance matrices of true scores of objects from E on the vari ables from VI
and V2 .

where a; is the variance of true scores. rJ; the variance of error scores. and rl the total

variance of some variable. the coefficients of reliability of canonical variables
would be

and

Of course, the matrices Nt and N 2 are generally unknown so that matrices
2 2E
I

and E
2

are also unknown. However, if the data are obtained by adequate
measuring instruments, some estimat ion of the reliability of these instruments is
almost always kn own . Let the elements of diagonal matrices

Al = (u j ) j= 1. ... .m1

and
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be coefficients of reliability of measuring instruments which generate variables

from VI and V2, The matrices E~ and Ei can be estimated by

so that

and , , ,
rl2p '" 1 - (Y 2p Y2p - Y2pA2Y2p) I ~Y2p~2Y2p )

, 2
II: 1 - (1 - Y 2pA:!Y2p ) I (J2p

are reliability estimates of canonical variables,

In the case of when the elements of matrices Al and A..! are unknown but sets
VI and V2 are samples from the universes VI and U2 defined over different but
homogen eous fields. the upper bound of the variance of variable measurement error
can be estimated by (Guttman. 1945)

and
2 di - I - I 2E2 '" ( 109 R.z2 ) :: U2

so that the estimates of the lower bound to the reliability of canonical variables are

and

Of course. it is now easy to derive the est imation of the absolute lower bound
to the reliabil ity if we define Al :: 0 and A..! '" O. so that

, - I
'" 1- ( Ylp R l1 Y l p)

- 2
'" 1 - (Jl p
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and

, - 1
'" 1- (Y2 p Rz2Y2p )

- 2
'" 1 - o2p

8. INFORMATION MEASURES

Definition 3: The measure of infor mation emitted by some linear combination of

standardized variables, induced by vector y. / y := 1 is

2 - 1 I
I :=( l -a) :=yCy+ 1

where a is the coefficient of reliability of the linear combination and C is the
covariance mat rix of true scores on the standardized variables.

Therefo re, t he information measure of some linear combination of
standardized variables is defined as the ability of the so-defined composite variable to
differentiate the objects at least as well as any element of the composite.

On the basis of reliabili ty measures Jl. Jls and PI the following measures of the

informativeness of canonical variables can be defined:

( 1) True measures of informativeness

and

(2) Measures of t he lower bound to informativeness

and

and, finally

(3) Measures of the absolute lower bound to informativeness
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and

The information measures, as the exponential funct ions of reliability
measures, clearly express the real values of canonical variables for the determination of
the pos ition of objects in the space spanned by ca nonical factors. and can be t herefore
a firm basis for decisions concerning the real value of results obtai ned by canonical
correla tion analysis.

9. AN INFORMATION CRITERION
FOR DETERMINATION OF THE NUMBER
OF IMPORTANT CANONICAL FACTORS

The rule to accept and retain only canonical variables rel ated by significant
canonica l correlations if; not a lways a wise strategy for several different. hut
mutually related reasons .

(1 ) Probabilities associated to the sequential Bartlett test of
H Op .rp = O ~ P = 1,... .s are not independent. so that decisions based

POp are also not independent;

t he hypotheses
on probabilities

(2) Some canonical correlations may be very high, and therefore significant only as
the consequence of very high correlations between var iables u

J
from VI and u.

from V2• although the reliabiliti es and informativeness of canonical variables related
by such spurious ca noni cal corre lations may be very low;

(3) If (n - (m l +m2 ) / 2 ) is not a sufficiently large number in many instances the
hypothesis H o i cannot be rejected, but is quite possible that some hypot hesis of the

type H o)lt :rJIt = O ~ . where rJII are correlations between vJ and vlt in P , can be

rejected on th e same type I er ror; in this case it is impossible to overcome the logical
confusion and to decide if the universes U I and U2 are related or are stochastically
independent ;

{41 From the scienti fic, as well as from the application point of view, the information
that two well defined and reliably estimated variables are stochastically independent
can be as important as the information that two, possibly not very well-defined,
latent variables are related by canonical correlation different from zero.

Therefore , it is sens ible to cons ider some possib le cri te r ia for determini ng the
importance of canonica l variables.
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Of course, the distinction between the concepts of significance and
importance must be clear ly defined. Obviously, only canonical variables with proven
existe nce can be considered important, that is with suffic iently high coefficients of
reliability.

•
Let P be some selected lower limit of reliability such that a pair of canonical

variables can be cons idered important. Some pair (klp 'k..!p) of canonical variables are

important under the condition that
• •

lll p > II v 112p > 11

if coefficients p are kn own, or under the condit ion t hat

if coefficients Pare unknown, but samples of variables VI and V2 are representative
samples from the universes U1 and U2 so that coefficients of type fl6 can be sens ible

measures of reliability . In the case of unknown 1\ coefficients and non
representative samples, a pair ( k1 p ' k..l p ) of canonical vari ables can be considered

important under the conditio n that

IIU p > Ov f112p > O.

because th e negative value of th e absolute lower bound to reliability of any linear
combinat ion of sta ndardized variables permits the conclus ion that nothing simi lar to
this linear combination exists with a probability close to 1.

The question of the significance of a canonical correlation is a sensible
question only for pairs of canonical variables whose real existence has been proven with
reasonably high probability. Of course, the significance of such a canonical
correlation can be tested by the Bartlett procedure, but if sample E is reasonably
large, decisions on the basis of confidence interval

where 10. /2 is the value of the 1 - distribution with In - (ml + m 2 ) degrees of freedom

for a reliability of inference of 1 · a and ~~ is asymptotic variance of coefficient Pp '

can also be taken into consideration.
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